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Advanced Handling Solutions

Permatt Fork Lift Trucks Ltd was 
established in 1981 and has grown 
from small beginnings into one of the 
largest independent forklift suppliers 
in the north of England.

My objective is to continue this growth 
and to provide our current and 
potential customers with a
continuously improving quality of 
service in all areas of the Material 
Handling Industry.

Permatt recognise that each 

challenges to face and that is where 
our expertise lies - our skill is to 
tailor a package that will meet your 
demands, ranging from product and 
warehousing advice to costing and 

Permatt have recently been 
appointed the dealership for CAT lift 
trucks throughout the North East and 
Cumbria and are pleased to be 
associated with a quality, world
renowned product.

any Material Handling problem - call 
us now for free independent advice.
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Advanced Handling Solutions
1 - 50 tonne capacity available
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Heavy-duty
Forklift trucks

10-50 tonne
Permatt

can handle 

the biggest 

of jobs
Top Class Models

Installed 4HK1, 5.2  litre - 6cyl, water-cooled diesel engine with well approved,
especially engineered CAT automatic 3 speed power-shift transmission.

Environment-friendly
Compliant with the latest EU, EPA, and USA’s emission regulations. New 4HK1 engine equipped with 

turbocharger and inter-cooler outputs high torque  back-up at various engine speed ranges.

Safe operation with comfort
Designed for full safety with comfort operation, provided ergonomics suspension seat as standard

Productive

such as metal works, container handling, and other general purposes.

Call nowfor a price ona heavy-dutyforklift truck
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Casual or 
contract hire

If you
can’t see it,

Just ask.

We do it!

• Gas
• Diesel
• Electric
• Reach
• VNA
• Order Pickers

Same Day Delivery
telephone
(0191) 216 5320
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GC20-33NY

NPP16-20N2(R)(E)



telephone: (0191) 216 5320

NR14-25N2

DP40-55N CABINS



telephone: (0191) 216 5320
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DP15-35N (DALIAN)

EP10-15KRT PAC
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2 hours

from your call

being logged

GUARANTEED

Prompt Service
Response

Thorough examinations

Fleet maintenance catered for

Delivery via our own low-loader transport

Any part of a forklift is a part of our business

Replacement machines to minimise downtime

Suppliers of traction batteries, forks, chains, etc

Maintenance on any make or model of forklift truck

Fixed monthly cost to include all service and breakdowns

Detailed breakdown of repairs on all  or individual  machines upon request

24 hour full
breakdown cover

Telephone
(0191) 216 5320
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Driver 
Training

RTITB approved instructors

In-house or on-site instructors

Complete course

Refresher courses

Telephone
(0191) 216 5320
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Facility
Working from our 2-acre purpose built

unit based in Newcastle upon Tyne, Permatt 
have a fully equipped facility, set up to deal 

with every aspect of materials handling 
repairs and refurbishment.

With our experience and dedicated service engineers
we have the capability to respond 
to breakdowns within two hours.

Permatt is dedicated to providing a high service
all across the north band of the UK.

Whether you’re located in Glasgow, York,  Edinburgh, or Manchester,
you can be sure that Permatt will be there to assist.

One of

the largest

independent

forklift companies

in the north
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Is your forklift truck
up to the mark?
What is Thorough Examination?

The new national Thorough Examination procedure 

98 legislation.

much more rigorous. It is a legal requirement that
applies to every forklift truck - including trucks that
are just one year old. Crucially, as an owner or user,
you are responsible.

Who can deliver it?

The new national Thorough Examination procedure
can only be carried out by a competent person from
an accredited company. These companies have proved
themselves capable of - and committed to - meet the 
strict Quality Assurance Procedural Code.

Why is a national scheme so important?

To put it bluntly, the national scheme of thorough
examination is so important because it sets a high 
standard for safety and ensures the protection of all 

guarantee the safety of cars on the road. By following the 
guidelines and the necessary process, it ensures 

organisations which represent the forklift truck 
industry, with the support of the HSE, tackles all the

Examination.

Its stringent Quality Assurance Procedural Code raises
and maintains the standard of testing and the scope 
of the examinations. In doing so, it answers a pressing

when it comes to the safety of materials handling
equipment.

Who runs the new scheme?

The new national procedure has been set up by Consolidated
Fork Truck Services (CFTS), a joint venture between the two
major industry trade associations in materials handling:

The Fork Lift Truck Association (FLTA)
The British Industrial Truck Association (BITA)

As the acknowledged experts on Thorough Examination, their
unrivalled expertise has been combined to produce a unique
scheme which carries the authority of the whole industry.

What is distinctive about the new procedure?

legislation relating to Thorough Examination is delivered in a 

on the right side of the law and check that your truck is in a 
safe and productive condition.

from

• The authority and backing of both BITA and FLTA
• The in-depth knowledge of examiners who truly 
         understand forklift trucks
• The protection and assured quality of the CFTS 
         Procedural Code
• Total peace of mind because you meet all current and 

pending legislation

How does the national procedure work?

The new national Thorough Examination procedure has a full 
audit trail which ensures that all examinations are recorded 
and, where necessary, checked by an independent inspector.

Documentation used with the new scheme will bear a 
reassuring and distinctive quality mark. You will see it on a 
special sticker applied to every truck which passes 
examination under the new scheme.

Remember, only Thorough Examination carried out under this 
scheme are subject to the rigorous CFTS Quality 
Assurance Procedural Code and endorsed by the quality mark.
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What if I don’t use an accredited company?

Complying with legislation is paramount, which is why it makes such 
sound sense to ensure any testing is carried out by a fully accredited
company.

By using someone without accreditation, you could open yourself up
to the risk of:

• Inadequate or inaccurate advice
• Inconsistent standards
• 
• Legal Problems
• Dangerous trucks and resulting accidents leading to:

By opting for the new national procedure, you can rest
assured that your Thorough Examinations  will be 

professional standards.
In addition, the quality mark of the scheme will give a 
‘stamp of approval’ to your business:

• Give immediate credibility and authority to the Thorough 
Examination documentation you hold

• Making a positive statement to your 

         safety and their welfare.
• Marking your trucks with a symbol of excellence that is 

nationally recognised
• Reducing the risk of accidents - with their economic and 

human costs.
• 

We are on an approved
supplier list for ...

....to name a few

• Damage to equipment, goods, and premises
• Delays in productivity
• Corporate and personal litigation
• 
• Adverse publicity
• 

Failure to

comply can leave

you open to prosecution

and you could invalidate

your insurance...

or much worse
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NEWCASTLE | PENRITH | MIDDLESBROUGH


